HardWare-In-the-Loop (HWIL) Testing

ACUTRONIC provides simulators for HardWare-In-the-Loop (HWIL) simulation of guided missiles, munitions, sensors, seekers and targeting surveillance systems. Almost 100% of all HWIL systems worldwide, delivered over the last 50 years, have been designed and built by ACUTRONIC and CARCO Electronics. The systems are capable of high-dynamic, high-fidelity motion with various size payloads installed.

Electric HWIL Flight and Target Motion Simulator Series

AC255
AC355
P-462
P-465

Hydraulic HWIL Flight and Target Motion Simulator Series

HD756
S-450R-3
S-458R-3
S-690R-5
S-450R-5
HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP (HWIL) TESTING

INERTIAL GUIDANCE TESTING SYSTEMS (IGTS)
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**HWIL Systems**
Seekers for missiles and precision-guided munition

**Electro-Optical Test Systems**
Advanced targeting systems

**Inertial Guidance Testing Systems**
Gyroscopes and Inertial Measurement Units

**Radome Bore Sight Test Equipment**
Improve precision of airborne radars

**HWIL Motion Systems**
Countermeasure effectiveness

**Inertial Guidance Testing Systems**
Gyroscopes and Inertial Measurement Units